
No Holds Barred
 answers to your questions about faith and life...



Q.  How do we interpret Hebrews 6:4-6?
1. Armenian - the people described in 

these verses are Christians who 
actually lose their salvation. 

2. Some hold that the passage refers to 
those who only profess salvation but 
never truly possess it.  "Fall away" refers 
to merely a knowledge of the truth, not 
possession of it. 

3. It's a warning to genuine believers to 
urge them on in Christian growth and 
maturity.  Since falling away is not 
actually possible, the phrase serves to 
strengthen the warning.

It is impossible for those who 
have once been enlightened, who 
have tasted the heavenly gift, who 
have shared in the Holy Spirit, 
who have tasted the goodness of 
the word of God and the powers of 
the coming age and who have 
fallen away, to be brought back to 
repentance because to their loss 
they are crucifying the Son of God 
all over again and subjecting him 
to public disgrace.



It is impossible for those 
- who have once been enlightened,  
- who have tasted the heavenly gift, 
- who have shared in the Holy Spirit, 
- who have tasted 

- the goodness of the word of God and 
- the powers of the coming age and 

- who have fallen away, 
to be brought back to repentance 
- because to their loss 

- they are crucifying the Son of God all 
over again and 

- subjecting him to public disgrace.



Rules for Interpretation
• While observation leads to an accurate understanding of what the Word of God says, interpretation goes a step further and helps you understand 

what it means. As you seek to interpret the Bible accurately, the following guidelines will be help 

• Remember that context rules. The word "context" means that which goes with the text. If you lay the solid foundation of observation, you will be 
prepared to consider each verse in the light of the surrounding verses, the book in which it is found, and the entire Word of God. As you study, ask 
yourself: Is my interpretation of this passage of Scripture consistent with the theme, purpose, and structure of the book in which it is found? Is it 
consistent with other Scripture about the same subject? Am I considering the historic and cultural context? Never take a Scripture out of its context to 
make it say what you want it to say. Discover what the author is saying; don't add to his meaning. 

• Always seek the full counsel of the Word of God. When you know God's Word thoroughly, you will not accept a teaching simply because 
someone has used one or two isolated verses to support it. Those verses may have been taken out of context or other scriptures overlooked or 
ignored that would have led to a different understanding. As you read the Bible more extensively, you will be able to discern whether a teaching is 
biblical or not. Saturate yourself in the Word of God; it is your safeguard against wrong doctrine. 

• Remember that Scripture will never contradict Scripture. The best interpretation of Scripture is Scripture. Remember, all Scripture is inspired by 
God. It is God breathed. Therefore, Scripture will never contradict itself. Sometimes, however, you may find it difficult to reconcile two seemingly 
contradictory truths taught in Scripture, such as the sovereignty of God and the responsibility of man. Don't take a teaching to an extreme that God 
doesn't. Simply humble your heart in faith and believe what God says, even if you can't fully understand or reconcile it at the moment. 

• Don't base your convictions on an obscure passage of Scripture. An obscure passage is one in which the meaning is not easily understood. 
Because they are difficult to understand they should not be used as a basis for establishing doctrine. 

• Interpret Scripture literally. The Bible is not a book of mysticism. God spoke to us that we might know truth. Therefore, take away the Word of God 
at face value - in it's natural, normal sense. Look first for the clear teaching of Scripture, not a hidden meaning. 

• Look for the single meaning of the passage. Always try to understand what the author had in mind when you interpret a portion of the Bible. Don't 
twist verses to support a meaning that is not clearly taught. Unless the author indicates that there is another meaning to what he says, let the 
passage speak for itself. (http://precept.org/about_inductive_bible_study)

http://precept.org/about_inductive_bible_study


Q.  How do we interpret Hebrews 6:4-6?
1. Armenian - the people described in 

these verses are Christians who 
actually lose their salvation.

It is impossible for those who 
have once been enlightened, who 
have tasted the heavenly gift, who 
have shared in the Holy Spirit, 
who have tasted the goodness of 
the word of God and the powers of 
the coming age and who have 
fallen away, to be brought back to 
repentance because to their loss 
they are crucifying the Son of God 
all over again and subjecting him 
to public disgrace.

Problems: 
1. Seems to contradict other passages 

that refer to eternal security (Jn 5:24, 
10:27-30, Col 3:3, Eph. 2:8-9 

2. IF you accept this view, once you 
lose your salvation, you can never 
be saved again.



Q.  How do we interpret Hebrews 6:4-6?
2.  Some hold that the passage refers 
to those who only profess salvation but 
never truly possess it.  "Fall away" 
refers to merely a knowledge of the 
truth, not possession of it

It is impossible for those who 
have once been enlightened, who 
have tasted the heavenly gift, who 
have shared in the Holy Spirit, 
who have tasted the goodness of 
the word of God and the powers of 
the coming age and who have 
fallen away, to be brought back to 
repentance because to their loss 
they are crucifying the Son of God 
all over again and subjecting him 
to public disgrace.

Problems: 
1. A "plain" reading of this passage 

would indicate a genuine 
conversion.  One can not "share" the 
Holy Spirit without the in-dwelling of 
the Holy Spirit

Problems: 
2.  The context - reading from 5:11     
     (which is the beginning of the  
     discussion) through to 6:20 the writer  
     is clearly addressing true believers 



Q.  How do we interpret Hebrews 6:4-6?
3.  It's a warning to genuine believers to urge 
them on in Christian growth and maturity.  
Since falling away is not actually possible, the 
phrase serves to strengthen the warning.

It is impossible for those who 
have once been enlightened, who 
have tasted the heavenly gift, who 
have shared in the Holy Spirit, 
who have tasted the goodness of 
the word of God and the powers of 
the coming age and who have 
fallen away, to be brought back to 
repentance because to their loss 
they are crucifying the Son of God 
all over again and subjecting him 
to public disgrace.

Given the problems with 1 and 2: 
It is similar to saying to a class of students... 
"It is impossible for a student, once enrolled in 
this course, if he turns the clock back (which 
cannot be done, ) to start the course over.  
Therefore, go on to deeper knowledge." 

Key to the thought:  enlightened, tasted share 
are used elsewhere in Hebrews of genuine 
experiences. (10:32, 2:9 12:10)



Q.  We often seem to rate sin, as 
a small sin or a REALLY BAD one. 
Does God hold us accountable for 
gossiping and coveting the same 
as murder, adultery and idols?



A.  Key Word:  
accountable

YES



B.  Key Word:  
consequences

NO



It is always difficult and dangerous to attempt to list sins 
according to their degree of seriousness. In one sense, all 
sins are equal in that they all separate us from God. The 
Bible’s statement, “For the wages of sin is death 
…” (Romans 6:23), applies to all sin, whether in thought, 
word, or deed. 

At the same time, it seems obvious that some sins are 
worse than others in both motivation and effects, and 
should be judged accordingly. Stealing a loaf of bread is 
vastly different than exterminating a million people. Sins 
may also differ at their root. 

In the Old Testament, God applied different penalties to 
different sins, suggesting variations in the seriousness of 
some sins. A thief paid restitution; an occult practitioner was 
cut off from Israel; one who committed adultery or a 
homosexual act or cursed his parents was put to death (see 
Exodus, chapter 22 and Leviticus, chapter 20).

In the New Testament Jesus said it would be more 
bearable on the day of judgment for Sodom than for 
Capernaum because of Capernaum’s unbelief and refusal 
to repent after witnessing His miracles (Matthew 11:23-24). 
The sins of Sodom were identified in Ezekiel 16:49-50 as 
arrogance, gluttony, indifference to the poor and needy, 
haughtiness, and “detestable things.” 

When Jesus spoke of his second coming and judgment, 
he warned that among those deserving punishment some 
would “be beaten with many blows” and others “with few 
blows” (Luke 12:47-48). He also reserved His most fierce 
denunciations for the pride and unbelief of the religious 
leaders, not the sexually immoral (Matthew 23:13-36). 

However, remember that whether our sins are relatively 
small or great, they will place us in hell apart from God’s 
grace. The good news is that Jesus paid the penalty for 
our sins and the sins of the whole world at the Cross. If we 
will repent and turn to Jesus in faith, our sins will be 
forgiven, and we will receive the gift of eternal lifehttp://billygraham.org/story/billy-grahams-

answer-what-is-sin-are-all-sins-equal-in-
gods-eyes/




